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Whereas, 

In the United States today, states and localities in need of financial services are all at the mercy                  

of a cartel of Wall Street Banks that are able to impose high fees and foist pernicious financial products                   

on them.[1] Relatedly, communities concerned about the ethics of big banks’ practices and investments              

find they have nowhere else to turn when pushing their local and state governments to divest from such                  

institutions.[2] Moreover, small to medium sized businesses and start-ups can have considerable            

difficulty gaining access to credit - particularly in times of bank shocks and credit crunches, while some                 

communities suffer from banking deserts.[3] Owners of recreational and medical marijuana growing and             

retail operations in states where they have been legalized have no place to put their cash.[4] States and                  

localities are highly dependent on the bond market for infrastructure funds, which leaves them              

vulnerable to predatory financing.[5] Lastly, during the current crisis, we have seen that large Wall Street                

banks have been averse to helping small to medium size businesses under the Paycheck Protection               

Program.[6]  

There is a potential solution to these myriad, yet interconnected problems: public banks. A              

public bank is a chartered bank, owned by a government unit—a state, county, city, territory, tribe, or                 

nation, serving as a depository for public funds, and mandated to serve a public mission reflecting the                 

values and needs of the public it represents. In existing and proposed US public bank models, skilled                 

bankers, not politicians, make bank decisions and provide accountability and transparency for how             

public funds are used. Any governmental body which can meet local banking requirements may,              

theoretically, create such a financial institution. Public banks can fund public projects at reduced cost,               

generate profits for the local government, and create low-cost credit for the local community.[7]  

While the federal government and localities operate hundreds (if not thousands) of funds,             

programs, and authorities that perform quasi-banking functions (such as making loans and investments),             

the United States is one of the only countries in the OECD that does not have a formal public banking                    

system of one form or another.[8] Nevertheless, the country as a whole has some experience with                

public banking entities. The United States Postal Service offered retail banking services in rural areas               

until the 1960s.[9] At the state level, North Dakota has a hundred year old public bank – the Bank of                    

North Dakota (BND) – which has been tremendously successful in creating and maintaining a stable,               

diverse banking ecosystem in that state and has returned hundreds of millions of dollars in revenue to                 

public coffers. [10] In light of the BND’s successes, states and cities around the country have begun to                  

explore the creation of a public bank, and California recently passed legislation to make it easier for                 

cities and localities to create their own public bank.[11] Abroad, we have seen how other countries are                 

using existing public banking networks to provide financial support during the COVID-19 crisis.[12]             

Indeed, if we had such a network here in the U.S., it may have been easier to get checks to families and                      

loans and grants to small and medium sized businesses (and hence protect and preserve their payrolls,                

hence millions of jobs).[13] Therefore, be it 



Therefore, be it resolved, that the Convention calls on the Virginia Delegation to United States               

Congress: US Senators Tim Kaine and Mark Warner, along with US Representatives Don Beyer, Gerry               

Connolly, Elaine Luria, Donald MacEachin, Bobby Scott, Abigail Spanberger, and Jennifer Wexton to             

pursue the following in Congress: 

1. enact legislation to make it easier for states and localities to form public banks and that embeds                 

social and environmental responsibility requirements in public bank licenses [14]; 

2. enact legislation requiring the government to take an ownership stake with full voting rights in               

any financial institution that has to be bailed out or rescued during the COVID-19 epidemic or                

due to its own fraudulent or speculative activities [15]; and 

3. enact legislation to create a Green Investment Bank to finance the development and mass              

deployment of the technology needed to make a full transition to an all-electric distributed              

energy economy powered by renewables and storage [16]; and 

4. enact legislation to update the Community Reinvestment Act so as to foster a new system of                

community investment that focuses on democratizing the ownership and control of assets at the              

community level [17]. 

Further be it resolved, that the Convention calls on Governor Ralph Northam of the Commonwealth of                

Virginia and the elected Democratic representatives of the General Assembly of Virginia to pursue the               

following:  

1. enact legislation to create a public bank for Virginia modeled on the Bank of North Dakota [18]; 

2. enact legislation authorizing and simplifying the process for the creation of public banks by local               

governments in Virginia – similar to the law recently passed in California [19];  

3. enact legislation to authorize localities to form “green banks” that provide low-to-no interest             

loans to help low-income residents retrofit their homes with solar power or energy-efficiency             

upgrades[20];  

4. enact legislation authorizing credit unions to be qualified public depositories[21];  

5. conduct a study to determine the feasibility of establishing a special “pot bank” to hold the                

revenues earned from the sale of recreational and medical marijuana in the event that this is                

legalized in the future [22];  

6. encourage local governments to establish “bank on” programs to decrease the number of             

unbanked and underbanked residents in their communities [23];  

7. enact legislation that authorizes treasurers to adopt environmental and social responsibility           

criteria for use in the Request for Proposal process in selecting a public depository AND for local                 

governments to adopt a responsible community banking ordinance modeled on the National            

Community Reinvestment Coalition’s model local responsible banking ordinance [24]; and 

8. enact legislation to authorize treasurers to create employee-ownership “linked-deposit         

programs” to help finance the creation of worker-owned businesses or the conversion of             

existing businesses to employee ownership [25]. 
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